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Greater lengths.
The founders of Mercedes-Benz didn’t set out to be a luxury
automaker. But through the unwavering desire to move people
in safer, surer and smarter ways, luxury came about naturally.
Luxury is not established in a pricetag,
proven by appearances, nor born of
an inflated desire to impress. At least
true luxury is not. What makes luxury
real is that it’s true to you, your needs
and your most important wishes. It’s
a matter of generosity over excess,
substance over superficiality, and —
most importantly — an experience far
beyond the expense. Your favorite
hotel doesn’t earn its stars from the
number of tiers in its lobby chandelier.
It’s how well its people and amenities
make you feel cared for, comfortable,
and appreciated not “as if” you matter
but because you actually do. It’s why
the most treasured brands of luggage
or leather goods can each trace their
lineage to families who prize quality,
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function, beauty and craftsmanship
not just equally, but eternally. And it’s
why the finest watch doesn’t merely
commemorate a moment — or even a
lifetime — of achievement, it constantly
rewards its wearer with its precision,
comfort and unquestioned reliability.
These same assets of character are
what distinguish a genuine luxury
automobile — or 7‑ passenger SUV —
from one that’s merely flashy, showy
or plush. The award- winning, finely
crafted and abundantly comfortable
GL‑Class also goes to great lengths to
be a safer, surer and smarter SUV for
you — and for the people who matter
more than anything to you. Simply
put, having the most will never mean
nearly as much as enjoying the best.
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GL 550 shown on cover with Lunar Blue metallic
paint, and optional Driver Assistance Package.
GL 450 shown above with optional Cinnabar Red
metallic paint, KEYLESS ‑ GO, and Appearance,
Lighting and Parking Assist Packages.

GL 350 BlueTEC shown with
optional Lunar Blue metallic paint
and KEYLESS ‑ GO. Please see
endnotes on back cover.
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Its most noteworthy
dimension is its depth.
Far more than a full-size SUV, every 2014 GL‑ Class is designed and outfitted to be a more fulfilling SUV.
Industry -leading innovations in safety, luxury and convenience are the direct result of the engineering
that makes the Star in their grille far more than an ornament. The four GL models also offer a breadth of
performance choices — from an efficient BlueTEC clean diesel, to three biturbo V‑8s ranging from brisk
to utterly breathtaking. All of them combine the confidence of 4matic® all-wheel drive with the smooth
serenity and surprising agility of an advanced AIRMATIC® suspension. And their three rows of first-class
seating welcome seven full-size adults, or up to 93.8 cu ft of cargo. What every GL can hold is clearly an
impressive measure. What they uphold — in values that are generations deep — makes them like no other.

GL 350 BlueTEC

GL 450

GL 550

GL 63 AMG

Like every GL, the clean diesel GL 350
BlueTEC1 combines more than 400 lb‑ft
of peak torque (455 to be exact), ample
towing capacity for your boat or camper
(up to 7,500 lbs2), and room for seven
adults in three luxurious rows. It takes
to any road — even ones that curve and
climb — with the confidence of 4matic®
all -wheel drive and the cool composure
of self- leveling AIRMATIC® suspension.
What sets the GL 350 BlueTEC apart
from most any other full-size SUV is its
efficiency: With up to 26 highway mpg,3
it can cruise over 600 miles per fill-up.

Swift and strong, the 4.6‑liter biturbo
V‑8 of the GL 450 employs advanced
technology to help convert each drop of
gasoline into red-blooded response with
greener emissions. Its paddle-shifted
7‑speed automatic puts its 362 hp and
406 lb‑ft of torque at your fingertips,
while a 6.2‑second charge to 60 mph4
is as close as your right foot. And its
4matic all-wheel drive, beefy 19" wheels
and AIRMATIC suspension join forces
to ensure it expertly balances grip with
grace — for reassurance in any season,
and relaxing comfort at every seat.

With a 429‑hp 4.6‑liter biturbo V‑8 and
21" AMG® wheels, the GL 550 makes
a mighty impression in performance,
even while its 20‑mpg highway estimate
leaves a gentler footprint. Its Adaptive
Damping System (ADS) further elevates
the ride and handling of AIRMATIC with
electronically controlled air springs and
a selectable Sport mode. Its 0–60 time
of 5.5 seconds puts it in the company of
some sports cars. Yet with its spacious,
lavishly outfitted 3‑row cabin, it’ll hold
its own with the finest luxury sedans.
Better yet, it can hold seven of its own.

The GL 63 AMG is quite possibly the
most powerful, luxurious and advanced
7‑seater ever to roam the planet. From
its handcrafted biturbo V‑ 8 stampede
550 thoroughbred horses and 560 lb‑ft
of pavement-rippling torque. Enormous
21" AMG wheels team up with multiple
advances in ride and handling, including
AMG calibration of its AIRMATIC setup
and innovative ACTIVE CURVE SYSTEM.
And it’ll catapult its seven passengers
to 60 mph in just 4.8 seconds, while
coddling them in hand-sewn designo
Nappa leather and unsurpassed luxury.
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GL 550 shown with optional
Auburn Brown/Black designo
Nappa leather upholstery and
Brown Satin Ash wood trim.
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Grand on any scale.
More inches for your feet. Headroom at the head of its
class. But if you really want to see how the GL measures
up, start with the tiniest stitch in its hand - finished seats.

With a grand tradition of luxury in
its lineage, you wouldn’t expect the
GL to do anything on a small scale.
Offering class-leading headroom in
every row, it turns its full size into
full - fledged comfort for all aboard.
And while some large SUVs trace
their roots to pickup trucks, the GL
shares its legacy with some of the
most revered luxury cars in history.
Let your hands caress its precisely
top -stitched upholstery and you’ll
feel the genuine devotion of the
artisan’s hands that fit it to each
seat. Gaze into the glow of its fine
wood trim, and you’ll see the handfinishing that’s been the way of
Mercedes - Benz for generations.

An expanded palette of cabin trim
options lets you tailor your GL to
your personal sense of style, with
five wood trims and nine available
leathers — including the exquisitely
supple, hand-selected, handcrafted
designo Nappa leather. Every GL’s
steering wheel is also hand-sewn in
supple Nappa leather, with options
to have the rim heated or accented
with wood that matches the cabin.
Of course, leading-edge innovation
is as much a part of the GL legacy
as its time -tested quality. From its
available giant Panorama roof to its
heated and cooled cupholders,5 the
GL‑ Class proves that true luxury is
best measured on a human scale.
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The power to take the lead.
From its gasoline direct injection and diesel power, to its all-wheel drive
and stability systems, each element of GL‑Class performance advances an
innovation pioneered by Mercedes -Benz — all to move you ahead with confidence.

Just as being seated in the third row of a GL is more
satisfying than the back of typical 7‑ passenger
SUVs, the seat behind the wheel is also especially
rewarding. From the generous output of its engines
to the way its 4matic® all -wheel drive turns all that
torque into tenacious performance, the GL‑Class is
a seamless collaboration of power and progress. Its
towing capability is more than just the strength to
pull a trailer — it’s also the ability to keep it all under
control. And its innovative air suspension networks
with its stability systems, to overcome challenges
that can make other large SUVs unwieldy — from
gusty winds to tight corners and rough roads.
A trio of innovative Direct Injection engines offer
vigorous acceleration without a voracious appetite.
Two gasoline biturbo V-8s can fine-tune their fuel
and spark in a millisecond, for a torrent of torque
with a trickle of emissions. The 362‑ hp version in
the GL 450 generates 406 lb‑ft of torque from just
1,500 rpm. The 429- hp powerhouse in the GL 550
reaches 516 lb ‑ ft at 1,800 rpm. The remarkable
GL 350 BlueTEC features a clean diesel turbo V-61
that puts out a massive 455 lb‑ft of torque at just
1,600 rpm. BlueTEC, perhaps the world’s most
advanced diesel technology, converts its nitrogen
oxide emissions into the earth-friendly elements of
nitrogen and oxygen. The result of all this math and
science is simple: instant acceleration in most any
situation, with refreshing long-term benefits.

Engineered for smooth, efficient performance, the
driver- adaptive 7‑ speed automatic transmission
keeps pace with your current driving style. An
electronic selector and sporty shift paddles put
easy control of gear changes at your fingertips,
without taking your hands from the steering wheel.
Generously proportioned alloy wheels come in
three sizes and three twin 5 ‑spoke designs. The
GL 350 BlueTEC and GL 450 feature standard 19"
wheels, with 20" wheels optional. The GL 550 is
poised on immensely appealing 21" AMG® wheels.
In any season, 4matic all - wheel drive helps turn
their grip into go. Its 4 ‑ wheel Electronic Traction
System (4 ‑ETS®) continually redistributes torque
to the wheels with the best traction — even if that’s
only a single wheel.6 And with the system’s light
weight and permanent 50:50 front/rear torque
split, handling is quick and crisp on dry roads, too.
The standard AIRMATIC® suspension lets all aboard
literally ride on a cushion of air, to quell the vertical
motions that can make the third row of other SUVs
far from soothing. Automatic 4‑ wheel level control
helps keep an even keel as payloads vary. It can also
self-lower at higher speeds to enhance stability and
aerodynamics. In the GL 550, the Adaptive Damping
System (ADS) adjusts the air spring-struts to every
move of each wheel. ADS also offers the driver a
choice of Sport and Comfort modes on demand.
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GL 550 shown with Steel Grey metallic
paint and optional trailer hitch.
Please see endnotes on back cover.

GL 63 AMG shown with Polar White paint.
Please see endnotes on back cover.
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Performance art,
signed by the artist.
Mounted atop every AMG engine is a small plaque bearing the signature
of the single technician who crafted it by hand. More than a crown jewel
of racing royalty, it authenticates a philosophy that’s been the driving force
behind championship racecars for 46 years. For the high-performance
AMG automobiles that carry this motorsports pedigree to the streets of
the world, “One man, one engine” is far more than a spiritual legacy. It’s
also tangibly evident in the meticulous engineering, proven endurance and
superlative performance that three letters — and one signature — certify.

If you’d like to share the dividends of
high performance with your whole family,
consider opening up a GL 63 AMG. It’s a
veritable thrust fund. The most powerful
and responsive 7‑passenger SUV to ever
wear the Three -Pointed Star — or perhaps
any emblem — its handcrafted biturbo V-8
puts out 550 hp and 560 lb ‑ ft of torque.
With an epic symphony of exhaust notes,
60 mph arrives in 4.8 seconds.4 And yet
the Direct Injection engine’s light weight,
minimal internal friction, and fuel - saving
ECO Start/Stop system offer paybacks in
ultralow emissions and smoother, more
efficient operation in everyday driving.
The quick response of the 7‑speed AMG
SPEEDSHIFT® PLUS transmission is
further enhanced by a choice of three
driver- selectable shift modes. Downshifts
are expertly rev- matched, with a blip of
the throttle that evokes an intoxicating

snarl of the exhaust. It’s ideally matched
to 4matic® all-wheel drive with an AMGspecific transfer case. The permanent
40:60 front/rear torque split is set up to
optimize handling dynamics, especially
when cornering on dry pavement.6
Supersized yet lightweight 21" AMG® twin
5‑spoke alloy wheels reveal an enticing
glimpse of the massive AMG multipiston
brake hardware lurking within. Racy red
brake calipers can also be specified at no
extra charge. The self-leveling AIRMATIC®
suspension and its Adaptive Damping
System are AMG -calibrated for sharper
response without sacrificing refinement.
They team up with the innovative ACTIVE
CURVE SYSTEM, whose electro-hydraulic
front and rear stabilizers automatically
adjust their stiffness: tighter in corners to
help counteract body roll, relaxing during
straight- ahead driving for smooth comfort.
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Foresight from experience.
For generations, Mercedes-Benz has been helping to protect your future
generations. It’s why every GL is engineered as an integrated safety system —
designed to help you detect, avoid and survive a collision like no other SUV.

Pioneers of accident avoidance.

Protection that starts before a collision.

First introduced by Mercedes -Benz, two systems
to help you avoid potential collisions have since
been adopted by virtually every automaker. The
Electronic Stability Program (ESP®) monitors the
car’s response to driving inputs such as steering
and braking, and responds when needed to help
keep the car on course.6 Brake Assist (BAS®) can
instantly maximize braking pressure if it detects
an emergency braking situation — potentially
shortening your overall stopping distance.7

Another Mercedes -Benz innovation, PRE ‑SAFE®
can help detect instability during certain vehicle
maneuvers which suggest that a collision or
rollover is imminent. It can then tighten the front
seat belts, adjust the front passenger seat, and
close the windows and sunroof — all in an effort
to better prepare the occupants and restraint
systems in the moments before a collision.9

Brakes that boost confidence and comfort.
The 4 ‑wheel disc brakes integrate technology to
help make driving more reassuring and relaxing.
If you lift off the accelerator quickly, Predictive
Brake Priming sets the pads closer to the discs
for quicker response when you apply the brakes.
In the rain, Automatic Brake Drying periodically
applies the brakes just enough to sweep away
water buildup on the discs. During uphill starts,
Hill-Start Assist helps to prevent unwanted
rollback. And a clever brake HOLD feature lets
you keep the brakes applied without your foot on
the pedal, a convenience that can make waiting
in traffic or at a long stoplight less stressful.7

A network of advanced restraints.
Within the GL’s high -strength steel - reinforced
uni -body structure, seven air bags offer 11- way
protection.8 A driver’s knee air bag augments
dual-stage front air bags. In addition to front
side - impact air bags, side curtain air bags are
provided for all three seating rows. And all six
of the outboard seat belts include Emergency
Tensioning Devices (ETDs) and belt-force
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A preview of
what’s behind you.
For added safety when you’re
backing up, the standard rear view
camera shows a live view of the
area behind your GL‑ Class on
the large central in-dash screen.12
Steering- dependent active
on ‑screen guidelines help you
back into a parking space.

Technology that looks out for accidents.
When you’re driving above 20 mph, COLLISION
PREVENTION ASSIST employs radar technology
that continuously scans the road ahead. This
innovative system can alert you if it detects that
you’re approaching a vehicle ahead at a speed
and distance that suggest a collision is likely.
As soon as you step on the brake pedal, its
Adaptive Brake Assist can automatically increase
braking to the ideal level to avoid a collision, or
reduce its severity.10 If deemed necessary, the
GL can also activate the features of PRE ‑ SAFE.

Help when you need it most.
The standard Mercedes-Benz mbrace® system11
includes Automatic Collision Notification, which
places a call for help if an air bag or seat-belt
Emergency Tensioning Device is activated. Your
car even transmits its location, model and color.
The GL also shuts off its fuel supply, turns on its
emergency flashers, unlocks the doors and turns
on some interior lights to assist rescuers.

Leadership in towing.
Every GL can tow up to 7,500 lbs
when equipped with the optional
trailer hitch.2 Standard Trailer
Stability Assist uses the sensors
for ESP to monitor for trailer sway,
or oscillations, when towing. The
system then intervenes by using
the vehicle’s front brakes to help
stabilize the GL‑Class and trailer.

360 degrees of vision.

A watchful eye to remind you when it’s time for a rest.

The available Surround View System5 uses cameras
in all four directions to compose a single, live overhead
view of your immediate surroundings. Displayed on the
in- dash screen during low-speed maneuvers, it helps
you avoid obstacles as you negotiate tight spaces,
whether you’re moving forward or backing up.12

By continually monitoring a variety of driving behaviors, ATTENTION ASSIST® is a
Mercedes -Benz innovation that can alert you if it detects signs of drowsiness on
long trips. More than 70 variables are measured, starting in the first minutes of each
drive, to establish a pattern and determine the warning thresholds accordingly.13

Cruise control that can stop and go.
Available DISTRONIC PLUS® adaptive cruise control5 is a Mercedes - Benz
innovation in convenience and safety. Using radar-based technology, it can
adapt your set cruising speed in response to the flow of traffic ahead —
automatically slowing until your path is clear again. If the vehicle ahead
slows to a stop, DISTRONIC PLUS can brake to a full halt, then resume
automatically when traffic starts going — helping make traffic less stressful.14

Alert and action for stopped traffic.
Included with DISTRONIC PLUS, PRE‑SAFE Brake can help to detect an
impending collision with a vehicle ahead. Even if you’re not using cruise
control, it can sound an alert and automatically apply up to 100% of the
vehicle’s braking force to help reduce the severity of impact.7

Mindful assistance on multi-lane roadways.
GL 450 shown with optional Palladium
Silver metallic paint, Panorama roof,
and Appearance, Driver Assistance,
Lighting and Parking Assist Packages.
Please see endnotes on back cover.

Brighter by day, and by night.
Available Blind Spot Assist5 can alert you to some unseen vehicles
Bright white LED Daytime Running Lamps help make your presence more apparent to other drivers. LED taillamps
in the adjacent lane.15 Available Lane Keeping Assist5 can warn
you of unintended drifting across visible lane markings.13 Both
feature 3‑dimensional fiber optics and LED turn signals. With the available Lighting Package,5 Bi ‑Xenon headlamps
systems13 are also available with advanced active technology that
generate light that’s perceived more like natural daylight than halogen lamps. The package also includes Active
Curve Illumination and Adaptive Highbeam Assist — two systems that continuously vary the angle and beam pattern
can selectively apply the brakes at individual wheels, to help
ofb
the
guide the car back into its own lane if you disregard the alerts.
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GL 550 shown with Almond Beige leather
upholstery, Burl Walnut wood trim, and
optional Driver Assistance Package.
Please see endnotes on back cover.
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Second nature, from
your first encounter.
The GL- Class cockpit is more than a showcase of what’s new in user- friendly technology.
It’s also a platform for what comes next. Mercedes -Benz mbrace2™ brings the power and
reach of the Internet to its dashboard, with an ever-growing array of useful apps — many
of which you already use at home or on your smartphone.11 Since the Cloud- based apps
can be updated over the air, your GL isn’t frozen in time the day you drive it home. And
while its elegant central controller and vivid color screens put a world of information and
entertainment within easy reach, their intuitive logic makes them equally easy to grasp.

Eyes on the road, hands on the wheel.

Explore the city, or search the Internet.

The COMAND® system unites your entertainment,
navigation and useful information via a convenient
central controller on the console and a big, crisp
7" color screen located high in the dash. Controls
on the Nappa leather- wrapped steering wheel
make it easy to adjust the audio, use the hands-free
Bluetooth® system,16 and thumb through the many
useful screens and illustrated menus shown in a
vivid 4.5" color display in the instrument cluster.

The Premium 1 Package5 also brings you a state of-the- art navigation system19 with a fast 80GB
hard drive and 3D maps with building profiles.
Six months of SiriusXM Traffic and Weather are
included.18 Its voice control system responds to
simple commands in your everyday voice — like
entering a complete street address in one step.
With the Cloud- based apps of Mercedes- Benz
mbrace2, you can search destinations via Google,®
Yelp and even Facebook from your car, computer or
smartphone, and be on your way with a few clicks.

Music to fill the air, from virtually anywhere.
For virtually endless entertainment, standard GL
audio equipment includes HD Radio™ stations, a
6‑disc DVD/CD changer, USB port and Bluetooth
audio streaming. The Premium 1 Package5 adds a
Media Interface for your iPod,®17 SiriusXM Radio
with a 6 -month trial of their All Access plan,18 an
SD card reader, and a 10GB Music Register for
storing your digital music. An available harman/
kardon LOGIC7® system5 immerses the cabin in
830 watts of surround sound, via 13 speakers and
a subwoofer. And with dual monitors and wireless
headsets, the optional Rear Seat Entertainment
system allows your 2nd- row passengers to play
movies and games independently or together.

A virtual doorman, or your own valet.
To make backing up easier, the standard rear
view camera features active on -screen parking
guidelines.12 The available KEYLESS ‑ GO® lets you
unlock and drive your GL‑Class without ever taking
its key from your pocket or purse.5 A new Parking
Assist Package5 bundles a suite of helpful systems:
PARKTRONIC can help you detect nearby obstacles
as you negotiate tight spaces. Active Parking Assist
can size up parking spots as you drive by, then it’ll
expertly steer you in while you control the pedals.
And the new Surround View System can display
a 360° birdseye view of the area around you.12
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Three rows of seating,
all at the forefront of luxury.
While any full - size SUV can offer interior space that looks generous by the numbers, how it
makes you feel is an entirely different measure — especially in the third row. In the GL, even
the rearmost cabin makes your comfort a foremost priority. From either of its wide rear doors,
an EASY-ENTRY® feature — also available with power activation — moves the 2nd-row seat out
of your way, so you can step right in. The second row also reclines and can be heated. And
the front seats offer first-class treatment that ranges from standard heating to an available
massage. As ingenious as it is thoughtful, the GL‑ Class goes all out to welcome everyone in.

Front-row seats with first-rate luxury.
Standard heated power front seats are designed
for enduring comfort, further enhanced by a 4-way
power lumbar support for the driver. The Premium 1
Package5 adds power lumbar adjustment for the
front passenger, 3‑position memory for each front
seat, plus power-folding side mirrors and a power
steering column — the settings for which are stored
in the driver-seat memory. Also available5 are the
cooling comfort of Active Ventilated front seats,
along with multicontour front seats that let you
fine-tune your lumbar, shoulder and thigh support.
They can also offer you a lower-back massage on
demand, with settings from gentle to invigorating.
To further elevate the driver’s pleasure, there’s a
choice of a hand - finished wood/leather steering
wheel, or a heated steering wheel that can quickly
take the chill from your hands on a cool morning.

Exclusive comfort that’s inclusive of all.
The spacious second row features 60/40 -split
seats with backrests that recline to 10 positions,
plus three head restraints and a folding center
armrest. Optional heating of the outboard seats
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features timed automatic shutoff, so the driver
need not worry if passengers exit without turning
them off. The shapely dual 3rd -row seats feel more
like a pair of well-made chairs than a bench on
the floor, offering both a comfortable posture and
commanding view out the deep -tinted windows.

Ambience with a sense of abundance.
The many thoughtful amenities of the GL‑ Class are
both relaxing and rejuvenating. Power windows are
provided for every seating row, including 3rd - row
vent windows. Dual - pane front door glass further
subdues noise in the GL 550 and GL 63 AMG. The
dual-zone climate control monitors humidity while
filtering dust, pollen and odors from the cabin air.
An available 3‑ zone system5 adds rear - cabin air
conditioning with its own controls. At nighttime,
available illuminated front door sills and multicolor
ambient lighting5 offer a warm and lasting welcome.
And at any hour, the available Panorama roof 5 lets
the passengers take in the sun or the stars through
a giant span of heat - rejecting tinted glass. The
power front section tilts up or slides open, while a
power screen can shade the first and second rows.
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GL 450 shown with Almond Beige
upholstery, and optional 3‑zone
climate control, multicontour front
seats, Rear Seat Entertainment
system, and Premium 1 Package.
Please see endnotes on back cover.

GL 450 shown below with optional Grey leather upholstery,
Burl Walnut wood trim, and optional Rear Seat Entertainment
system and Premium 1 Package. GL 550 shown at right with
optional Porcelain/Black designo Nappa leather upholstery
and designo Piano Black Lacquer wood trim.
Please see endnotes on back cover.
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Capacity is only one
of its capacities.
The GL is designed so you can enjoy its accommodations without making grand
plans beforehand. Mercedes-Benz engineers have prepared the cabin not just for
versatility but with an enormous capacity for spontaneous change. So you can
take along your children’s soccer mates, take home a vintage dresser, or take
your friends out to dinner whenever you want. And while the cabin’s cargo volume
expands to nearly 94 cu ft, it’s pre-filled with conveniences — from the powerfolding 3rd‑row seats to an assortment of hooks, hangers and power ports. For a
vehicle engineered to such rigid standards, its flexibility is unsurpassed.

Fully prepared to be filled as you wish.

Lends you a hand when you need one.

Multiple tools for cargo management.

Easy access for all your passengers.

In a matter of seconds, you can reconfigure the
cabin to accommodate school-day passengers,
weekend projects or most anything in between.
The standard power 50/50‑split 3rd‑row seats
individually fold flat in seconds, to make way for
nearly 50 cu ft of cargo while five passengers
ride in comfort. Fold the 60/40 ‑ split 2nd ‑row
seats as well, and the capacity nearly doubles
to 93.8 cu ft of flat, fully carpeted cargo room
behind the front seats.20 Even with all seven
seats in use, there’s ample space behind the
third row for stowing the week’s groceries — or
for stacking two golf bags laying side - to - side.

The GL welcomes cargo with open arms, even
when your arms are already otherwise engaged.
The standard remote - control power liftgate
helps to ease loading and unloading anytime,
but you’ll appreciate it even more when you’re
juggling packages or dodging raindrops. You
can also limit the maximum opening height
for the liftgate, ideal for low garages. A stylish
chrome sill plate helps protect the rear bumper
as you move cargo in and out of the vehicle.

The richly finished GL‑Class luggage area helps
you keep your various packages and parcels
organized and in place. Chrome tie- downs are
provided in the floor, and there are parcel nets
and a fold - out grocery - bag hook in the side
walls. A clever recess in the open liftgate offers
a place to hang your dry cleaning while you
arrange your larger cargo. When everything’s in
place, just lay your freshly pressed clothes on
top, to help keep them from getting wrinkled.

The standard EASY-ENTRY® system helps make
entering and exiting the 3rd ‑ row seats more
convenient from either of the rear side doors.
Each of the 2nd‑row seats flips out of the way
with just the touch of a release, whether you’re
standing outside the open door or seated in
the rear cabin. With available power operation
of the feature, the seat gently tumbles forward
at the touch of a button. And once on board,
seated passengers will find themselves well supported with cupholders and a 12‑ volt power
point in all three rows, plus a household -style
115‑volt power socket under the 2nd‑row seat.
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Your world, your way.
It’s more than your car. It’s your life, on the go.
Where will you go next? Whether you’re meeting friends, picking up the kids, or just out and about,
Mercedes-Benz mbrace® can make any trip easier, more productive and more enjoyable.11 mbrace2™
connects you and your car with the devices you already rely upon to get around — your smartphone
and computer. It also brings the Internet and an ever -growing array of useful apps to your car, so
you can use familiar services like Google Maps™ and Yelp® to start navigating with just a few clicks.
Friends can send their location to your car with just a text message. You can lock your car’s doors,
flash its lights, or find it in a parking lot — all from your smartphone. When your teenager takes the
wheel, mbrace2 can deliver peace of mind via your computer. It can bring the assistance of live
experts right to your car — from last-minute theater tickets to help in an emergency. And it can all
be updated remotely, over the air. So wherever the world goes, mbrace will keep making it yours.

From your car.
With Cloud -based apps, mbrace2 brings the Internet into your Mercedes -Benz. Using the available COMAND® navigation system,
you can find friends from their Facebook® check- ins, search for restaurants on Yelp, or use Google Maps, Local Search and Street
View. Instead of entering an address, you can start navigating with just a few clicks. New apps let you check the weather, view
traffic cams, find and book a hotel room, and even keep an eye on the stock market. And three buttons in your car can connect
you to emergency services, our 24 ‑hour Customer Assistance Center, our Roadside Assistance,21 or our mbrace PLUS Concierge.

From your smartphone.
The mbrace Mobile Application for iPhone® and Android™ phones lets you send addresses directly to your navigation system,
locate your car, lock or unlock its doors, flash its lights, or monitor it when you valet-park. With just a touch, you can find a dealer,
and contact Roadside Assistance, Concierge services or Mercedes ‑Benz Financial Services. Drive2Friend ™ lets someone upload
their location directly to your navigation system, simply by responding to a text message that you send them. New enhancements
to the app also let you activate and deactivate mbrace features, including the new curfew minder, and receive push notifications.22

From your computer.
From the comfort of your home or office, you can send addresses — or even exact routes — to your car’s navigation system in a
number of ways: From the Send2Benz™ website. From Google Maps, via Search & Send™ and Route2Benz. And with a browser
toolbar widget that lets you highlight any address on your computer screen and send it to your car with just two clicks. For added
peace of mind when your kids are using the car, mbrace can alert you if they drive faster, farther or later than you prefer. And
you’ll find a world
of support
and
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mbrace2

For more information and a complete list of mbrace services, visit MBUSA.com/mbrace

mbrace Package

mbrace PLUS

Mercedes-Benz Apps

Advanced features you’ll enjoy every day.
Support you can count on when you need it most.

Personal assistance to make your life easier.
Helpful ways to look after your loved ones.

The convenience of the Internet in your car.
Connections to your friends and favorites.  

Safety and Security

Personal Concierge

In-Vehicle Internet

From Roadside Assistance to antitheft measures to emergency aid,
mbrace looks after you, your passengers and your Mercedes -Benz.

Enjoy virtually unlimited assistance from an actual person with the
knowledge and resources to help with almost any request.

Access in -car Internet-based connections to the interests you
enjoy, the information you need, and the world you call your own.

	Call for assistance after an accident or in any emergency
situation. If an air bag is activated, your Mercedes-Benz
can place an SOS call automatically, even if you can’t

	Let an expert Concierge help you stay more productive on
the road, or from the Mobile App on your smartphone

	Search restaurant and business reviews with Yelp, and
navigate directly to them with just a few clicks

	Get expert recommendations and reservations for dining
out, tickets to events, and answers to most any question

	Stay connected to friends with Facebook, and navigate
directly to places where they’ve checked in

6-month trial included

	Directly connect with Mercedes-Benz Roadside Assistance
for help with a dead battery, flat tire or other car trouble
	Get notified if your car’s alarm is set off, and let your car’s
built-in GPS help authorities with stolen vehicle recovery
	If you ever find yourself unable to drive, let an mbrace
specialist help arrange alternate transportation home

3- month trial included

	Find and view local points of interest with Google™ Local
Search with Street View and Panoramio

Family Driver Monitoring

	Keep up -to - date on the latest news from around the world

Let mbrace add to your peace of mind when the secondary drivers
in your household use the family Mercedes- Benz.

	Follow your favorite stocks through Morningstar

Set speed limits and receive reports if they’re exceeded

Remote Connections To Your Vehicle

	Set up virtual boundaries and be alerted if they’re crossed

Interact with your vehicle’s features, and send addresses to its
available navigation system, from your iPhone, Android or computer.

	Receive an alert if the car is started after curfew
	See where your vehicle’s been driven on an online map

	Send destinations and even exact routes to your COMAND
navigation system from your computer or smartphone
	Locate your vehicle from the Mobile App on your phone
when you can’t remember where you parked
	Remote - lock and unlock your car’s doors
	Sound your car’s horn and flash its lights to help spot it in
a crowded lot, or to call attention to a hazardous situation

3-month trial included

Log in to your Mercedes-Benz Financial Services account
	Search for hotel rooms by distance and price, and book
them, powered by HRS — Hotel Reservation Service23
View local traffic cams in many major metropolitan areas23
Check local, regional and national weather reports23
Compare fuel prices at nearby filling stations23
Check the status of flights and airport conditions23

Advanced Travel Assistance
Keep your eyes on the road with agent- assisted route guidance
based on where you are, or plan a trip to somewhere far away.

Look up showtimes at local movie theaters23
	Enjoy an ever-expanding variety of new apps23

	Receive spoken assistance in your car with weather
and traffic conditions, point of interest information, and
turn -by -turn driving directions to your destination
	Let your Concierge book and change airline, hotel and
rental car reservations from your car or the Mobile App
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Special feature of mbrace2
Please see endnotes on back cover.

Every owner deserves Star treatment.
From the moment you first lay eyes on the Mercedes-Benz of your dreams, to miles down the road, you’re more than a customer.
You’re part of a family who values your well-being and your time. You’re driving automotive history, carrying its rich heritage into
tomorrow with innovations that don’t yet exist in any other car. And you’re taking a journey that aims to be not merely enjoyable
but truly memorable. Of all the treasures one might find behind the Three-Pointed Star, none means more to us than the driver.

Prepare to be fascinated.

Expect to be well-supported.

Plan on being delighted.

Count on help at any time.

The experience of driving a new
Mercedes -Benz begins before
you get behind the wheel. Pay
a visit to MBUSA.com to learn
about the full line of models, as
well as the innovative thinking
and unmatched heritage behind
every one. The Mercedes-Benz
USA apps for the iPad® bring
you useful tools and enlightening
videos, all free from the Apple
iTunes® Store. And be sure to
check out the MBUSA YouTube
channel, like us on Facebook,
and follow us on Twitter. You’ll
find our social media addresses
on this brochure’s back cover.

Our 24‑hour Customer Assistance
Center is always here for you at
1‑800‑FOR‑MERCEDES. And a
library of owner tools are waiting
for you at MBUSA.com: Watch
helpful how-to videos to get the
most from your car’s features.
Download a digital copy of your
Operator’s Manual — or in most
models, access it from your car
on the in-dash COMAND screen.
Manage your Mercedes-Benz
Financial Services account and
enjoy many features of mbrace®
via our smartphone apps. To get
even more from your ownership
experience, join Owners Online.

Beyond the reassuring coverage
of the 4‑year/50,000‑mile New
Vehicle Limited Warranty,24 your
authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer
is prepared to outperform your
expectations. From well-informed
sales professionals to service
technicians who are continually
re‑certified, you’ll encounter
people who appreciate not just
your business but the value of
your time. We call it My Service,
and you’ll feel it in everything
from the personalized attention
to the free in ‑dealer WiFi. Topnotch service starts and ends
with how we take care of you.

Even the most well-engineered
car can suffer a flat tire, a dead
battery or an empty fuel tank.
That’s why you can rely on the
original manufacturer-sponsored
Roadside Assistance Program to
come to your rescue. It’s still the
only such service that doesn’t
expire, as long as you take your
vehicle to the dealer for service
once every 18 months.21 At any
time of day or night, every day of
the year, our expert technicians
and dedicated support vehicles
are on call for you. Just pick up
your phone, or press the mbrace
Wrench button11 in your vehicle.

Meet your car at its birthplace.

Travel in style across the U.S.

Sharpen your driving skills.

Touch history, or take it home.

When you buy a new MercedesBenz (select models only), why
not savor your first drive in its
natural habitat? Take delivery in
Germany through the original
manufacturer-sponsored tourist
delivery program, and you’ll
receive significant savings25 and
other benefits — along with the
unforgettable experience of a
European vacation with your
own new Mercedes-Benz. You
can even opt for an exciting and
scenic Black Forest–Alps Rally
Package. Visit MBUSA.com/edp
to learn more about European
Delivery and available models.

With the Mercedes-Benz Hotel
Program, you can enjoy exclusive
benefits and the opportunity to
experience a variety of available
Mercedes-Benz vehicles while
staying at participating luxury
hotels and resorts. Benefits may
include room upgrades (when
available) and Mercedes-Benz
courtesy shuttles, with many
properties offering a selection
of the latest Mercedes -Benz
models to drive. Availability may
vary and restrictions may apply,
so please visit Owners Online at
MBUSA.com/owners to learn
more
about
the
Hotel
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An open invitation to enthusiasts
from the AMG Driving Academy:
The capabilities of AMG vehicles
are waiting to meet — and raise —
your own on some of the most
legendary racetracks in the U.S.
Whether you’re an AMG owner
or a fan, you’ll push your abilities
to the limit in a selection of
AMG models, with the guidance
of professional instructors. And
to help young drivers develop
their skills and confidence, the
Mercedes-Benz Driving Academy
offers a unique coaching approach.
Visit AMGacademy.com and
MB-drivingacademy.com.

No automaker has a deeper, or
more enthralling, heritage than
the inventor of the car itself. The
Mercedes -Benz Classic Center
in Irvine, CA, lets you experience
some of the illustrious highlights
for yourself. In addition to the
meticulous restoration of classic
Mercedes -Benz automobiles,
the center offers an unparalleled
selection of genuine parts for
many vintage models, as well as
expert appraisals. They can even
host a special event for your car
club or other group. Learn more
at MBUSA.com/classic or call
1‑866‑MB-CLASSIC.

Express yourself.
Genuine Mercedes -Benz Accessories help you make your SUV
the perfect expression of your personal style. A wide selection
of accessories lets you enhance your vehicle’s appearance,
expand its versatility, or offer it some extra protection in everyday
use. From the new Illuminated Star to versatile cargo- carrying
innovations and state -of-the-art multimedia systems, they’re
all exclusively engineered to fit your vehicle as well as they fit
your life. It’s a great way to make your GL‑Class unmistakably
yours while keeping it genuinely Mercedes-Benz.
See the entire accessory selection at MBUSA.com/GL

Roof rack basic carrier.
Start with the accessory roof rack basic carrier mounted to the standard roof rails,
and you can add a variety of attachments tailored for your favorite activities. Bicycle
racks can each secure a single bike by its wheels and frame, and up to three racks
can be fitted at once. The deluxe ski and snowboard rack holds up to six pairs of
skis or four snowboards. Its pull-out function lets you load the rack without reaching
across the roof. The rack attachments and the basic carrier are all sold individually.

20" AMG 5- spoke wheels.
Enhance your GL’s poise without compromising its precision. Sporty AMG® light-alloy
wheels feature a Titanium Silver finish that evokes their rich performance pedigree.26

Illuminated Star.
Let your GL welcome you back to the world of Mercedes -Benz every time you
remote-unlock its doors. LED technology illuminates the Star in a gentle white glow.27

Clip-on iPad Docking Station.
A clever way for 2nd -row passengers to enjoy their iPad® of any generation, each
Docking Station clips onto the front-seat head-restraint posts. Easy to install and
remove, it allows the iPad to be tilted and rotated 90° from landscape to portrait
orientation. Openings at the side ensure that your iPad’s connection points stay
accessible. Up to two Docking Stations can be installed in the vehicle. The iPad
Docking Stations are also available in a permanently installed design.28

Cargo area tray and cargo box.
Help protect the cargo-area carpeting from spills and dirt with this large tray featuring
raised sides. It’s made from durable, easy -to- clean, form-fitted plastic. Up to two cargo
boxes can fit in the tray (all sold individually) to help keep tall objects such as grocery
bags and bottles upright. Movable dividers in each box help items stay in place.
Please see endnotes on backI
cover.
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Build your own.
MBUSA.com/GL

GL 350
BlueTEC1

Option Packages

GL 450

Premium 1 Package

GL 550

GL 63 AMG

=

=

=

=

—

—

=

—

• Hard- drive navigation19 and 10GB Music Register for storing MP3 files
• SiriusXM Radio, Traffic and Weather18 (with 6 -month trial of All Access plan)
• Media Interface,17 SD card reader and Gracenote® media database
• Voice control for audio (including iPod®), telephone and navigation
• 14 -way power front seats with 3 -position memory, power tilt/telescoping steering column
• Power -folding side mirrors, auto -dimming driver - side and inside rear view mirrors
• Heated and cooled cupholders, 115 - volt AC power outlet in rear seating area
• Illuminated front door sills and multicolor interior ambient lighting

Lighting Package
• Bi ‑Xenon headlamps with Active Curve Illumination and Adaptive Highbeam Assist
—

Appearance Package
• 20" twin 5 - spoke wheels, illuminated running boards, and chrome exhaust tips

Lane Tracking Package
• Blind Spot Assist15 and Lane Keeping Assist 13

Driver Assistance Package

=

• DISTRONIC PLUS® with PRE- SAFE® Brake14
= Standard  
Optional    No-charge option   — Not available
• Active Blind Spot Assist15 and Active Lane Keeping Assist 13

Parking
Assist Package
Please see endnotes on back cover.

=

=

• PARKTRONIC with Active Parking Assist
• Surround View System12

Specifications

GL 350 BlueTEC1

GL 450

GL 550

GL 63 AMG

Engine

3.0 ‑liter turbo
clean diesel V‑6
240 hp @ 3,600 rpm
455 lb ‑ft net torque
@ 1,600–2,400 rpm

4.6‑liter biturbo
Direct Injection V‑8
362 hp @ 5,000–6,000 rpm
406 lb ‑ft net torque
@ 1,500–4,000 rpm

4.6‑liter biturbo
Direct Injection V‑8
429 hp @ 5,250 rpm
516 lb ‑ft net torque
@ 1,800–3,500 rpm

Handcrafted 5.5‑liter biturbo
Direct Injection AMG V‑8
550 hp @ 5,250–5,750 rpm
560 lb ‑ft torque
@ 2,000–5,000 rpm

Transmission

7-speed automatic
with shift paddles

7-speed automatic
with shift paddles

7- speed automatic
with shift paddles

7- speed AMG SPEEDSHIFT® PLUS
with shift paddles

Wheels

19" twin 5‑spoke

19" twin 5‑spoke

21" AMG® twin 5‑ spoke

21" AMG twin 5‑ spoke

Suspension

4 -wheel independent
with AIRMATIC®

4 -wheel independent
with AIRMATIC

4 -wheel independent
with AIRMATIC

4 -wheel independent with AMG-calibrated
AIRMATIC and ACTIVE CURVE SYSTEM

Drivetrain

4matic all - wheel drive
4matic® all - wheel drive
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4matic all - wheel drive

4matic all -wheel drive with
AMG - specific transfer case

Individual Options

GL 350
BlueTEC1

GL 450

Panorama roof
Manual rear-side window sunshades
Illuminated brushed aluminum running boards (also available in GL 450 Appearance Package)

®

—

—

Multicontour front seats (with massage feature and luxury head restraints)
Active Ventilated front seats (requires leather upholstery)
Heated outboard 2nd‑row seats
Power EASY–ENTRY® feature for 2nd‑row seats
Heated steering wheel29 (requires Premium 1 Package)
Wood/leather steering wheel29
designo wood/leather steering wheel29 (requires designo wood trim)
AMG performance steering wheel with Alcantara® side grips29
20" twin 5 - spoke wheels (also available in GL 450 Appearance Package)
Red-painted brake calipers

Metallic paint

= Standard  















—













—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

Leather upholstery
designo Nappa leather upholstery and Black DINAMICA headliner
Eucalyptus wood trim
Burl Walnut wood trim (included with leather on GL 350 BlueTEC and GL 450)
Anthracite Poplar wood trim
Brown Satin Ash wood trim
designo Piano Black Lacquer wood trim (requires designo leather)

GL 63 AMG


PARKTRONIC with Active Parking Assist (also available in Parking Assist Package)
KEYLESS - GO®
Class IV trailer hitch2 (7,500 -lb towing capacity)
harman/kardon LOGIC7 surround - sound system with Dolby Digital 5.1
Bang & Olufsen® BeoSound ™ premium sound system
Rear Seat Entertainment system, or system prewiring
3 ‑zone climate control (with rear - cabin air conditioning)

GL 550



—


—

—






—

—









Optional    No-charge option   — Not available

Please see endnotes on back cover.

Individually chosen, exquisitely crafted.
designo leather upholstery and interior trim choices
offer an extraordinary degree of handcrafted quality.
To learn more about designo for the 2014 GL‑ Class,
please ask your dealer,
or
visit
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Dimensions

GL 350 BlueTEC
and GL 450

GL 550
and GL 63 AMG

Wheelbase
Overall length
Overall height (max., w/roof rails)
Overall width (w/mirrors)

121.0"
201.6"
75.2"
84.3"

121.0"
202.6"
75.2"
84.3"

Curb weight

GL 350 BlueTEC: 5,467 lbs
GL 450: 5,401 lbs

GL  550: 5,578 lbs
GL 63 AMG: 5,687 lbs

Headroom (1st/2nd/3rd row)
Legroom (1st/2nd/3rd row)
Shoulder room (1st/2nd/3rd row)

41.2" / 40.0" / 38.9"
40.3" / 38.5" / 35.0"
58.5" / 58.3" / 50.5"

41.2" / 40.0" / 38.9"
40.3" / 38.5" / 35.0"
58.5" / 58.3" / 50.5"

Cargo capacity
Behind 3rd row (floor to ceiling)
16.0 cu ft
3rd row folded (floor to ceiling)
49.4 cu ft
2nd and 3rd rows folded (floor to ceiling) 93.8 cu ft

16.0 cu ft
49.4 cu ft
93.8 cu ft

Color and trim.
designo Nappa leather upholstery.30

MB ‑Tex and leather upholstery.

Almond Beige MB ‑Tex or leather (shown)

Almond Beige/Black leather

Auburn Brown/Black (GL 63 AMG shown)

Black MB ‑Tex or leather (shown)

Auburn Brown/Black leather

Black (GL 63 AMG shown)

Grey MB ‑Tex or leather (shown)

Grey/Black leather

Porcelain/Black (GL 63 AMG shown)
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Wheel choices.

Interior wood trim.

Paintwork.

Anthracite Poplar

Black

Cinnabar Red metallic

Dakota Brown metallic

Brown Satin Ash

Diamond Silver metallic

Diamond White metallic31

Iridium Silver metallic

Burl Walnut

Lunar Blue metallic

Obsidian Black metallic

Palladium Silver metallic

Eucalyptus
(GL 350 BlueTEC and GL 450)

Polar White23

Steel Grey metallic

19" twin 5 -spoke
(GL 350 BlueTEC and GL 450)

20" twin 5 - spoke (optional on
GL 350 BlueTEC and GL 450)

21" AMG twin 5 -spoke (GL 550)

21" AMG twin 5 -spoke (GL 63 AMG)

Piano Black Lacquer (GL 63 AMG)
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Please see endnotes on back cover.

Endnotes.

For a small blue planet.

1

For more than 125 years — longer than any other automaker — we’ve been sharing this planet with you.
And for generations, Mercedes -Benz has been breaking new ground to help preserve the earth for future
generations. We introduced the world’s first 100% CFC-free car, not just in its air conditioning but in its
entire production process. We’ve used water-borne paint since the 1990s. And our interiors have long
used steam-expanded foam, sustainably forested wood, and natural products from coconut, flax and
even olives. We’ve been pioneering advanced powertrains for generations, leading not just to today’s
Direct Injection gasoline, clean diesel and hybrid models, but to the electric and fuel cell vehicles of a
tomorrow that’s already here. Mercedes -Benz is also legendary for making cars of exceptional durability.
After all, it takes about the same energy to build a car that lasts as one that won’t. And along with
award-winning factories and processes, we’re helping to develop local infrastructures around the world
to help bring a greener future to life. Like every aspect of Mercedes-Benz innovation, today’s work sets
the stage for the mobility — and the planet — that everyone will enjoy tomorrow.
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Requires ultralow-sulfur diesel fuel. Mercedes - Benz approves the use of B5 biodiesel (diesel fuel with maximum 5% biodiesel content) that meets
ASTM D6751 specifications. Please see your fuel retailer and Operator’s Manual for further information. The Mercedes - Benz New Vehicle Limited
warranty does not cover damage caused by non Mercedes - Benz approved fuel.
With optional trailer hitch. Read Operator’s Manual before towing. In some states, aftermarket trailer brakes are required. See dealer for details.
2014 EPA estimated fuel economy. Compare the estimated mpg to the estimated mpg of other vehicles. You may get different mileage depending
on how fast you drive, weather conditions and trip length. Your actual highway mileage will probably be less than the highway estimate. Driving
range based on fuel tank capacity and highway estimate.
Stated rates of acceleration are estimated based upon manufacturer’s track results and may vary depending on model, environmental and road
surface conditions, driving style, elevation and vehicle load.
Items are standard on GL 550 and/or GL 63 AMG. See Packages and Options charts or MBUSA.com/GL for details.
No system, regardless of how advanced, can overcome the laws of physics or correct careless driving. Please always wear your seat belt.
Performance is limited by available traction, which snow, ice and other conditions can affect. Always drive carefully, consistent with conditions.
Best performance in snow is obtained with winter tires.
Braking effectiveness also depends on proper brake maintenance, and tire and road conditions.
WARNING: THE FORCES OF A DEPLOYING AIR BAG CAN CAUSE SERIOUS OR FATAL INJURIES TO A CHILD UNDER AGE 13. THE SAFEST
SEATING POSITION FOR YOUR CHILD IS IN THE REAR SEAT, BELTED INTO AN APPROPRIATE, PROPERLY INSTALLED CHILD SEAT, OR
CORRECTLY WEARING A SEAT BELT IF TOO LARGE FOR A CHILD SEAT. SEE OPERATOR’S MANUAL FOR ADDITIONAL WARNINGS AND
INFORMATION ON AIR BAGS, SEAT BELTS AND CHILD SEATS.
PRE-SAFE ® closes the 1st- and 2nd - row windows and sunroof when the system’s sensors detect side movement that suggests a possible rollover
or side impact.
COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST may not be sufficient to avoid an accident. It does not react to certain stationary objects, nor recognize or
predict the curvature and/or lane layout of the road or every movement of vehicles ahead. It is the driver’s responsibility at all times to be
attentive to traffic and road conditions, and to provide the steering, braking and other driving inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle.
Drivers are cautioned not to wait for the system’s alerts before braking, as that may not afford sufficient time and distance to brake safely.
All Mercedes-Benz mbrace® services operate only where cellular and Global Positioning System satellite signals are available, which are provided
by third parties and not within the control of Mercedes - Benz USA, LLC. An mbrace Package trial period is offered on new, Certified Pre-Owned
and pre-owned sales and leases at an authorized Mercedes - Benz dealer. Subscriber Agreement is required for service to be active. Some
services are only available on select vehicles. Your PIN is required in order to use certain services. Some services may be limited or restricted
in some areas. Apps may be introduced and updated at varying dates, and may also require a vehicle software update. Driver is responsible for
complying with traffic and other laws. See your dealer or MBUSA.com/mbrace for details, including a list of compatible smartphones.
Rear view camera and Surround View System do not audibly notify driver of nearby objects and are not a substitute for actively checking around
the vehicle for any obstacles or people. Images displayed may be limited by camera field of view, weather, lighting conditions and the presence of
dirt, ice or snow on the cameras.
Driving while drowsy or distracted is dangerous and must be avoided. ATTENTION ASSIST® and/or Lane Keeping Assist may be insufficient to
alert a fatigued or distracted driver of lane drift and cannot be relied on to avoid an accident or serious injury. Lane Keeping Assist operates at
speeds above approximately 20 mph.
DISTRONIC PLUS® adaptive cruise control is no substitute for active driving involvement. It does not react to stationary objects, nor recognize
or predict the curvature and lane layout of the road or the movement of vehicles ahead. It is the driver’s responsibility at all times to be attentive
to traffic and road conditions, and to provide the steering, braking and other driving inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle. Drivers are
cautioned not to wait for the DISTRONIC Proximity Warning System before braking, as that may not afford sufficient time and distance to brake
safely. After braking the car for stopped traffic ahead, system resumes automatically only if traffic pauses for less than 3 seconds.
Blind Spot Assist may not be sufficient to avoid all accidents involving vehicles in your blind spot and does not estimate the speed of approaching
vehicles. It must not be used as a sole substitute for driver awareness and checking of surrounding traffic conditions.
Bluetooth® interface does not provide phone charging or external antenna. Voice interactivity feature is dependent on selected handset. Visit
www.mercedes-benz-mobile.com for details. Phone sold separately. See dealer for a list of approved compatible phones.
All iPod® devices are sold separately. Feature not compatible with iPod Shuffle. Apple® adapter may be required for use with 8‑pin “Lightning”
connector. See dealer for details.
The purchase of a new, satellite radio- enabled vehicle includes a 6 ‑ month trial of the Sirius All Access package, SiriusXM Traffic and SiriusXM
Weather. SiriusXM Traffic and Weather services are available in select markets. If you decide to continue your SiriusXM service at the end of this
period, all SiriusXM services are sold separately, and the plan you choose will automatically renew and bill at then- current rates until you call
1‑866‑635‑2349 to cancel. See SiriusXM Customer Agreement for complete terms, www.siriusxm.com. Sirius U.S. Satellite service available
only to those at least 18 years of age in the 48 contiguous United States, DC and Puerto Rico (with coverage limitations).
While the navigation system provides directional assistance, the driver must remain focused on safe driving behavior, including paying attention to
traffic and street signs. The driver should utilize the system’s audio cues while driving and should only consult the map or visual displays once the
vehicle has been stopped in a safe place. Maps do not cover all areas or all routes within an area.
Unsecured cargo can become hazardous in a collision. Always secure cargo using the floor - mounted tie -downs.
Roadside Assistance repairs may involve charges for parts, service and towing. Vehicle must be accessible from main roads. Depending on the
circumstance, these services may be provided by an outside provider, courtesy of Mercedes-Benz Roadside Assistance. Restricted roadways,
acts of nature and vehicle accessibility may limit our ability to provide services to you. For full details, eligibility requirements, and limitations/
exclusions of Sign and Drive services, as well as the Roadside Assistance Program, please see your dealer.
The mbrace Mobile App is compatible with Apple iPhone® models running iOS 4.2 or later, and Android-based phones running OS 2.1 or later.
Please visit MBUSA.com/mbrace for more information.
Introduction dates vary. See your dealer for availability.
For full details of the New Vehicle Limited Warranty, including terms, conditions and exclusions, please see your dealer.
European Delivery Program discount available on select models, other models offered without discount. M‑ Class, GL‑Class and G ‑ Class models
are not available. Please see your dealer for details.
Not available on GL 63 AMG.
Not available with Driver Assistance Package.
Docking Stations are sold individually. iPad not included. Not available in combination with factory or accessory Rear Seat Entertainment systems.
Steering wheel options cannot be ordered together.
GL 63 AMG shown. On GL 350 BlueTEC, GL 450 and GL 550, designo Nappa leather features diamond -pattern stitching.
Extra-cost option.

